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A larger form of the three-body entity called an Efimov state has been experimentally observed,
confirming the discrete scaling factor predicted by theory.
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The bound states of three identical bosons with res-
onant pairwise interactions have fascinated physicists
since they were proposed by Vitaly Efimov in the 1970s
[1]. When such states occur, three particles can form
a bound quantum state even if two particles alone can-
not form a pair. Like the famed Borromean rings (often
used to visualize Efimov states), breaking any one bond
would thus destabilize the entire threesome. Theory pre-
dicts that the Efimov trimers should follow a discrete
geometrical scaling: a copy of the original that is larger
by a factor λ ∼ 22.7 will also be stable, and so on to
larger and larger sizes (Fig. 1). Observing this prop-
erty has, however, proven to be extremely difficult. A
collaboration between Bo Huang, Leonid A. Sidorenkov,
and Rudi Grimm at the University of Innsbruck, Aus-
tria, and Jeremy M. Hudson at Durham University, UK,
has now met the challenge. In a paper in Physical Re-
view Letters[2], they report the observation of trimers
formed by ultracold cesium (Cs) atoms that are almost
22.7 times larger than the ones they observed previously
in the same system [3]. This confirms the theoretical
scaling factor and opens up exciting new possibilities for
the experimental study of universal few-body phenomena
with ultracold atoms.
In quantum mechanics, the interaction between two
particles is said to be resonant when the energy of the
free particles is very close to the binding energy of the
pair. In these conditions, most of the properties of the
pair can be described in terms of a single real number,
the scattering length a. Efimov showed that when a third
identical particle gets close to the previous two, very in-
teresting phenomena arise. First, the interaction is re-
inforced and can keep the three particles together even
when two alone could not. Second, the effective inter-
action between the three particles is at long range even
if the pairwise interaction arises from short range forces.
A special property of the long-range potential is that it
FIG. 1: Researchers have finally observed large three-particle
states (right) forming in an ultracold sample of Cs bosonic
atoms (red), while previous studies could detect only much
smaller ones (left, not to scale). (APS/Giovanni Modugno)
can support a full series of trimers with properties scaling
geometrically with the discrete parameter λ: the size of
successive trimers is larger by λ, while their binding en-
ergy is smaller by λ2. This phenomenon was predicted to
be universal, such that it could be tested on elementary
particles, nuclei, atoms, molecules, etc. [1, 4, 5].
For decades following Efimov’s work, this fundamental
state of matter has been elusive. The primary candidates
for its observation were nuclear and molecular systems,
where the interaction between pairs is rather strong but
cannot be easily controlled and enhanced by making it
resonant [4, 5]. The situation has changed with the ad-
vent of ultracold atoms, in which the interaction can be
tuned via magnetic fields through the so-called Feshbach
resonances [6], a mechanism originally predicted for nu-
clear systems. In 2006, the same group in Innsbruck
reported the formation of an Efimov trimer state in a
sample of ultracold Cs atoms [3]. Successive studies have
shown that this was indeed the smallest of the possible
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Efimov trimers.
That first observation triggered an explosion of exper-
imental and theoretical studies on different atomic sys-
tems, aiming at verifying the predicted universal proper-
ties [7]. Other universal properties of the Efimov trimers
have been discovered, but observing the geometrical scal-
ing has proven to be problematic for two main reasons.
First, the temperature of the atomic samples must be
comparable or smaller than the binding energy of the
trimer, otherwise they tend to break as soon as they
are formed. While temperatures of the order of 100
nanokelvin are enough for the smallest trimer, one needs,
in principle, a temperature lower by a factor λ2(∼ 515)
to observe the next larger one. Second, the size of the
trimer scales with the scattering length, so that very large
scattering lengths (i.e., strong mutual interactions) are
needed to observe the second trimer, a regime in which,
at normal densities, atomic ensembles tend to become
unstable and fly apart.
The researchers in Innsbruck have now developed an
ultraweak trap for their ultracold Cs atoms, which solves
both problems. Starting from a standard ultracold sam-
ple, they expand it in the new trap to very low tempera-
tures and densities and to sizes large enough to host large
Efimov trimers. By varying the strength of the interac-
tion through the controllable Feshbach resonance, they
then scan the scattering length around large negative val-
ues; they prefer to work with a < 0 because, since dimers
can only exist at a > 0, there is no dimer state that
can perturb the measurements [8, 9]. When the absolute
value of the scattering length gets close the trimers’ size,
the binding energy of the trimers becomes equal to the
energy of three free atoms, and the Efimov trimers can
start to form spontaneously [1, 5]. The trimers’ formation
is detected as a loss of atoms, since the Efimov trimers
are very unstable and can break down into very energetic
atoms, which fly away from the trap. By searching this
increase of losses, the researchers can measure very pre-
cisely the critical scattering length—about 1 micrometer.
In the analysis, they take into account the finite temper-
ature of their system, which can lead to a broadening and
a shift of the loss peak [10].
This value is 21.0 (with an uncertainty of 6%) times
larger than the one they measured for the smaller trimers,
which was about 50 nanometers [3]. Within the mea-
surement’s precision, this observation is consistent with
Efimov’s prediction of a factor of 22.7.
These results have important consequences. They
demonstrate the existence of the second Efimov trimer
and verify the scaling factor predicted by the theory.
They also show the way to access experimentally the
proper regime for the second trimer. It is now impor-
tant that the universality of this behavior is tested on
other atomic systems. At the large scattering lengths
reached in the Innsbruck experiment, other features of
the Efimov trimers can be explored; for example, their
breakup into an atom-plus-dimer combination.
Another important goal would be to further test the
scaling itself by measuring the size of three or more suc-
cessive Efimov trimers. This would require pushing the
experiments to a completely new regime, beyond the
present capabilities. Another approach would be to study
systems where two heavy particles are bound to a lighter
one, which leads to a much stronger interaction than for
three identical particles. As indicated by Efimov and
others [1, 11], for large mass difference, λ can be made
much smaller than 22.7, and the scaling might be studied
with the present technology. Although controlling the
temperature in mixtures is harder, recent experiments
on lithium-cesium mixtures are indeed starting to ob-
serve signatures of three trimer states with increasing
sizes [12, 13].
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